4-Day School Week
Information

How did this idea get started for CCR2?

▰ Many schools similar to us have transitioned to a 4-day
week
▰ There has been a growing interest in a 4-day week over
the past few years
▰ Parents and staff members have asked for us to
investigate this as a possibility for next year
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Why is the district exploring a 4-day week?
The reasons for considering this include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A more consistent yearly schedule
Ability to attract and retain staff
More quality time for families
Increased instructional time
Improved attendance
Student work opportunities
Fewer substitute teachers needed
A reduction in some district expenditures
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Map of
4-Day
Districts
4 Years
Ago
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Most
Recent
Map of
4-Day
Districts
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141 Missouri School Districts Now Use the
4-Day Week Calendar
This is 25% of Missouri School Districts using the 4-Day Week. Only one
school has transitioned back to a 5-Day Week after making the change.
There have been considerable increases over the past four years.
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What steps have occurred to collect data?

▰ Surveys were conducted speciﬁc to the 4-Day School
Week
▰ Dr. Davidson met with small groups across the District
and Community to discuss the 4-Day School Week and
gather feedback
▰ A sample calendar was shared for the 4-Day Week
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making the switch to a
“ When
four-day calendar, school districts
maintain the same number of
instructional minutes with students
and teachers working longer days.
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What have we learned from the comments?
▰ People are for it because of the consistency it will create, the ﬂexibility of having
the longer weekend to do things as a family, the opportunity to schedule
appointments on Mondays and avoid missing school days, allowing kids to have
the extra day with parents / grandparents, an extra day for HS kids to work or job
shadow.
▰ People are against it because childcare could/would be an issue, kids won’t have
access to free meals, it is different from what we are use to, the later dismissal
will create less family time in the evenings, the long days could create student
fatigue, long weekends will be hard to recoup from on Tuesdays, getting younger
athletes to and from Monday practice may be an issue.
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4-Day Week and 5-Day Week: What is the
same?
▰ Two Week Christmas Break
▰ Wednesday-Friday Off for Thanksgiving
▰ Good Friday Off
▰ Could have a Spring Break Option (Pending Calendar)
▰ All Snow Days Built in-No Make-up days
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4-Day Week Pros

▰ Staff Recruitment and Retention
▰ Improved Attendance
▰ Consistent Schedule
▰ Additional Time for Cleaning and Maintenance
▰ Some Reduced Costs (Busing and Utilities)
▰ Longer Instructional Time (Project-Based Learning)
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4-Day Week Possible Beneﬁts

▰ Parents can Schedule Appointments for Days Off
▰ Reduced Teacher Burnout
▰ More Quality Family Time
▰ Students More Rested and Prepared for the Week
▰ Increased Teacher PD Time Throughout the Year
▰ HS Students have a Full Day to Work or Job Shadow
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4-Day Week Cons

▰ School schedule does not match parent’s work
schedule
▰ Longer days
▰ Monday sports practice for non-drivers
▰ Students relying on school meals will miss this resource
on Monday (at school)
▰ Diﬃculty with one day of child care
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5-Day Week Pros

▰ Traditional schedule that students and parents are accustomed
to
▰ Matches the traditional 5 day work schedule
▰ Ensures students get more meals provided (during school)
▰ Less chance for childcare costs to parents
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5-Day Week Possible Beneﬁts
▰ Shorter day
▰ Shorter weekend break, less chance for learning loss
▰ Matches area schools
▰ Easier to accommodate sports practice schedules
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5-Day Week Cons
▰ Less Consistent Schedule
▰ Shorter time harder for project-based learning
▰ Nothing to create a distinction for our District that can help
attract and retain staff
▰ Only able to maintain routine cleaning processes
▰ More attendance issues related to appointments
▰ Less ﬂexibility for families
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How a 4-Day Week Could Increase
Not Decrease Instructional Time
With a few more minutes added to each class period per day, there are
more minutes spent towards instructional time, while maintaining the
same amount of non-instructional time during the week for transitions
and lunch in all schools.
This allows teachers to get more in-depth in the content with students,
which typically yields higher academic achievement.
Calendar years, whether a 5-Day or 4-Day, are based on 1044 hours of
instructional time and/or 1104 hours with snow days.
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How a 4-Day Week Could Increase
Not Decrease Instructional Time
A typical day at the Elementary consists of teachers settling students in
for the morning, traveling throughout the day to specials, lunch, recess,
packing up at the end of the day, etc.
Less transitions from these major activities will result in less loss of
learning time in a calendar with less days and more minutes each day.
Elementary teachers will still vary activities in their classrooms through
centers, cooperative learning, and brain breaks that can promote
student movement and transition.
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How is a 4-Day Week More
Consistent?
The 5-Day calendar has days off scattered throughout the year (three day weekends, four day
weekends, long breaks, etc.). Moving nearly all days off to being strictly on Mondays makes it
easier for families to plan around the school calendar and provides more routine for our students.

Why won’t the 4-Day Week Help Us
More Financially?
The District will see some ﬁnancial savings although most 4-Day District report this to be anywhere from 1% to
less than 5% of the annual budget. With this change we will not pay teachers or most support staff less which is
the most signiﬁcant part of the budget. Since support staff could work slightly less hours over the course of the
year then we will be able to raise the pay scale without as much impact to the budget. This will help us be more
competitive on our hourly rate of pay with other businesses during this challenging employer market.
The main savings will be to our transportation system. We will be able to reduce the wear and tear on the buses
and use less diesel fuel. Our utilities for all our buildings will also decrease and create some savings.
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I’m concerned about childcare, do I have any
options?

▰ Most schools who have transitioned to 4-Day Weeks have found
limited interest from the parents for childcare, programs have
been started and usually by November are discontinued due to
minimal attendance.
▰ In some communities area churches and organizations assist
with programs.
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Are we taking away learning time from
students? How will we make it up?
As the opening slides highlighted the calendars are based on minutes and not
days. No time is taken from the students. The minutes are just spread out
differently.
How will this help the students?

Studies show that academic achievement is not signiﬁcantly impacted by the 4-Day
Week. Studies do show that attendance rates in a 4-Day Week are higher than 5-Day
Week schools. Overwhelming studies show that parents like the 4-Day Week
schedule and feel it beneﬁts their families. Many older students work and the 4-Day
Week could give them an opportunity to work on a Monday and then not have to
carry as many late shifts during the remainder of the week. Also, job shadowing
programs could be implemented on Mondays.
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Will the Summer School schedule be 4
or 5 day?
This year will remain a 5-Day schedule, but if we make the transition to 4-Day
week, future summer school programs we will mirror the school year.
Will we consider a block schedule?

One of the beneﬁts of this change is the longer class periods we will have of 50-60
minutes each hour. These are suﬃcient instructional blocks. The block schedule would
create long instructional blocks of nearly two hours per class and would not work well in
the 4-Day Week.
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Will the teachers cover all the
content?
The same grade level and course content will still be covered over the course of the
school year. Teachers will begin planning for this change as soon as a decision is
made. The extra PD days will ensure that teachers plan accordingly and stay on track.
What will happen at school on days
off?

Currently, our custodians clean nightly after each school day. During these Mondays off
the staff will continue to work, but will be able to do more in depth cleaning and
sanitation processes. The teachers will have PD days more often than on the 5-Day
schedule. This will allow for more collaboration, data analysis, planning, and learning
for the teachers.
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How will this impact students going to
Rolla Technical Institute?
We have two options here. The RTI students would continue to report to the HS on
Monday and attend RTI. RTI is also willing to work with our students and provide online
learning on Mondays and in-person the remainder of the week.
What impact would this have on sports?

We will host as many events on Tuesday through Friday as possible, but games at
home and away will continue to be held on some Mondays. Coaches will have
greater ﬂexibility with Monday practices. At the MS level there could be less Monday
practices and sometimes optional practices.
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Why Mondays instead of Fridays?

Mondays line up with the three federal holidays already off as well as the PD days
we are already accustomed to having off. More doctors seem to take Monday
appointments over Friday which could help improve attendance. The majority of
4-Day Week schools have Mondays off so networking with these other schools will
be beneﬁcial during this transition process.
Why is this not certain to go through
withabout
such large
percent
of support?
What
students
needing
school
lunches?
With this transition we will increase the amount of food supplied in our weekend
food bags sent home.
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Survey Comments:
“I am concerned for the parents who work and can not ﬁnd/afford a
sitter for their children on Mondays.”
“I think a four day week is a great idea! It has proven to be successful in
other districts and I believe it’d be wonderful for Cuba. Three day weekends
take so much stress off with trying to catch up on everything and have time
to relax. I feel like permanent three day weekends would be so beneﬁcial.”
“What about kids who are too young to stay at home by themselves?
What will parents do for childcare? What about student athletes who
have to get out early for sports. They will be missing more class
time. I am worried about children who have learning disabilities
having one less day of classroom learning.”

“I feel like this would be such a beneﬁt to my family and our time together as a family and I
feel it would be better on my children as students in the school district.”

“I have heard of a lot of other districts going to this and the positive impact it has on the
students and families as well. Students need rest just as much as they need learning. This
would be great for them!”

“How would this affect sports?”

“Concern- there at families that have food insecurity. This will impact many
families and children that often rely on school lunches as a "primary" source of
nutrition and often are the only meals eaten that day. My worries are that children
are going to go hungry.”
“We came from the 4 day school week and LOVED it. Our student missed less school and his
grades seemed to improve.”

“I think staff retention and overall morale would be improved. Teachers would have
more time, even if it was on a day we were off to catch up. Teachers are exhausted
overwhelmed and I think this would be a positive for our district and students.”

“This can help daycare businesses, but I do have some concerns for families that
otherwise would have to change how their children would need to be cared for and
the related costs.”
“I believe it would be very impactful for teenagers especially, to be able to work in
our community, learn different trades and skills, and being more involved in what is
going on around them. I know with my business I never have enough help.”
“My concerns are for parents having to miss work or an added expense in having
their child home an additional day.”
“Better teacher and student morale, reduced discipline referrals, improvement of
attendance, academic improvement, reduction in ﬁnancial cost, easier to recruit
employees or retain current employees.”

“My reservations would be supervision of students outside of school on that day
off and how much students could retain and be taught during those extended
school days.”
“Better attendance for days students and teachers are in session. A bargaining
point for retaining teachers and hiring new teachers, we have a 4 day school week
to offer since we are unable to competitively compete in pay with school districts
such as St. James, Rolla and Sullivan. Data shows students are less tired while at
school for the 4 days rather than 5. Teachers who pay for child care will save
money every month by not having to pay for that scheduled day off. High school
students to have the opportunity to become real world ready by working that 1 day
school is not in session. Overall I think this would boost student and teacher
morale.”

4-Day Week Community Survey Results
In Favor = 53.9%
Against = 46.1%
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4-Day Week Community Survey Results
Positive Impact = 53.9%
Does Not See Beneﬁt = 46.1%
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4-Day Week Community Survey Results
Student Work Opportunity = 53.9%
No Student Work Opportunity = 46.1%
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4-Day Parent / Guardian Survey Results
In Favor of a 4-Day Week = 72.9%
Not in Favor of a 4-Day Week = 27.1%

32% of our student population was represented.
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4-Day Parent / Guardian Survey Results
Would Positively Impact Families = 74.2%
Would Not Positively Impact Families =25.8%
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4-Day Staff Survey Results
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4-Day Staff Survey Results
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4-Day Staff Survey Results
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Looking at CCR2 from an Organizational Level
●

●

Our Teacher Base Pay is $34,639. TMSG is $38,000 this year and maybe next year.
Step 8 is $38,048.
○ $560,000 is needed to move current certiﬁed teachers to $38,000.
Last year we had a 26% turnover rate for certiﬁed staff. 29 Certiﬁed Positions out of
112.
○ Superintendent 1 / 6
MS ELA 1 / 1
○ Asst. Sup. 1 / 4
MS Math 2 / 7
○ Elem. Asst. Prin. 1 / 13
MS Science 2 / 2
○ HS Principal 1 / 4
MS SS 1 / 2
○ HS Asst. Prin. 1 / 8
HS Ag. 1 / 2
○ Elem. Counselor 1 / 0
HS ELA 3 / 6
○ HS Counselor 1 / 0
HS Math 1 / 1
○ MS PE 1/ 1 - n.h.
HS Science 1 / 1
○ Elem. Ed. 6 / 14
Sp. Ed. 3 / 11
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●

●
●
●

Our lowest rate of pay starts at $9.81 an hour. Missouri Minimum Wage
will be $12.00 January 1, 2023
○ $86,500 is needed to move current classiﬁed employees up to
$12.00.
Proposed Missouri Legislation will potentially remove $1.2 billion dollars
from state revenues.
Additional discussions of corporate income tax reductions will remove
additional revenues from districts.
CCR2 has a $3.51 tax levy of which there is a $0.20 Prop C rollback,
making the adjusted tax levy $3.31. $0.56 of the levy goes to our debt
services to pay our loans, leaving $2.75 to go towards our incidentals and
certiﬁed salaries, which is the state legal minimum amount.
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●

Research of 4-day school weeks has some ﬁnancial savings:
○ Up to 5% of $16,600,000 = $830,000
○
3% of $16,600,000 = $498,000
○
2.5% of $16,600,00 = $415,000
○
2% of $16,600,000 = $332,000
○
1% of $16,600,000 = $160,000

●

Actual Calculated Savings from Transportation and Utilities for the
2023-24 is $110,000.
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Beneﬁts of Making a Decision Tonight:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Start Retaining and Recruiting Staff
Time to Form a Calendar Committee and Approve a 4-Day Calendar
Time to Adjust Building Schedules and Handbooks
Time to Adjust Bus Routes if Needed
Time to Meet with Salary and Hourly Committees to Adjust Schedules
Time for IEPs to be Adjusted for the Upcoming School Year
Time for Parents / Guardians to Make Arrangements as Needed
Staff Morale Booster
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Questions?
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